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common household toilet is usually the only environmental hygiene toilet for a majority of residents. However, the common
household toilet has a drawback of “one-to-one contract,” namely, after the use thereof, the common household toilet has to be
first flushed before it can be used again, which is the source of a great deal of water waste. The one-to-one contract is a form of
inefficiency, and the common household toilet cannot be adapted to a switch of “on/off” at one moment. When several persons
need to use the common household toilet at the same time, the people usually have to wait their turn and the common household

toilet cannot be timely and properly flushed. To reduce the waste of water, the common household toilet is being further
improved. In a long time, a variety of water-saving household toilets have been developed. However, most of the conventional
water-saving household toilets are designed for a tubular toilet bowl and a bowl seat, or a longitudinally extending toilet bowl

and a bowl seat. The objective of the conventional water-saving household toilet is to use water as little as possible, especially on
a daily basis. If one of the household toilets is not flushed properly, its water waste needs to be compensated with the other

flushable toilet having a large amount of water waste. With the development of science and technology, a water-saving
household toilet has been developed which is also capable of being used as a flush toilet. However, the water-saving household
toilet designed according to the prior art still has a large amount of water waste and a complicated structure.Sony's 'Dog's Eye'
robot was a humanoid creation found in an episode of Ghost in the Shell. The new Botanka Robot is Sony's answer to Robby

The Robot Dog from "Ghost in the Shell" (American remake) / Mie. The latter was not available in Japan but this robot looks to
be the perfect fit for anyone who wants a robot dog. Some physical design features include: a face with micro hair (or fur),

micro ears, and a mobile jaw. Hands are neither waterproof nor water friendly.
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website, users hit submit. when
the submit button is clicked, a
function grabs certain values

from the form and fires an sql
query like this, public function

createAccount() {
$this->load->library('db');

$this->load->helper('date'); $thi
s->db->insert('tblaccount',array(

'firstname' =>
$_POST['firstname'], 'username'
=> $_POST['username'], 'email'

=> $_POST['email'] )); } but
then again i am getting prepared
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